The NETR members experienced another great
tour at the 2018 Olympic Peninsula Nickel Era
Tour or OPNET2018, May 14-18, 2018. Our

tours are all well organized and this was one of
the best yet. Of course all of our tours are great
and different. The weather was perfect with
cool temperatures and unlike typical Washington, no rain. Spectacular flowers in full bloom
and majestic scenery was part of our daily
drives.

John and Cheryl Manifor from La Habra, California drove their
faithful and dependable 1928 Model A Ford Roadster

Friendships are started and renewed on our
tours. Part of the extended pre-tour is the adventure of traveling with friends to get there.
Our nickel era tours are not about specific years
or makes of cars. Cars on our tours are 1932
and older, and we do not discriminate between
pre-1916 and post 1915 automobiles. Our tours
are about people who drive cars of this era and
the opportunity of getting together for fellowship to share their interest in all collectible auto-

Doug and Nancy McNair, Tahoe City, CA with their green 1915
Overland Touring

Tom Crook and Miss Mandy Small’, Auburn, Washington
with Tom’s 1929 Pierce Arrow roadster at Hurricane Ridge
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mobiles, but mostly the nickel era earlier cars
through the early thirties. This is an opportunity
to drive your pride and joy on a multi-day HCCA
type tour with other enthusiasts among interesting
surroundings and points of interest and share your
car’s history with other people on the tour and the
public, who are interested when we stop.
NETR members are also generous in offering
back seat rides to people on the tour who break
down or unable to bring a car.
The spring weather of the Olympic Peninsula in
western Washington was mild with some mixed
misty days in the early morning and the plush
green color and flowers bursting forth everywhere. The past several yearly NETR tours
have brought out more and more people who
like to tour together. The NETR just completed its eleventh tour, with a diverse mixture of
nickel era cars and a few brass ones also.
We had seven Pierce Arrows on this tour ranging from 1918 to 1930 and several other classic Packards and a Franklin.
It was a long drive from home for many of us
to attend the tour, but it was worth it.
Our tour leaders, Ralph and Heidi Elston and
Dennis and Mary Hood, local
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At Coffee Break stops, Ralph and Heidi Elston, tour leaders, provides coffee , pastries and other sweet breakfast
items out of the back of their 1930 Model A Ford Pickup.

Art Schick and Barbara Reasons, Poulsbo, WA touring
in a 1923 Buick Roadster
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Showcase #1 of cars seen on this tour

Jim and Susan Stutzman, Lewiston, ID with their 1914
Model T Ford. Tour leaders for 2020 NETR Tour

Jim and Donna Diener, Pasadena, California in their
strong running 1913 Overland Touring

Kelly and Sally Bledsoe, Ranier, OR in 1915 Model T Ford.

David MacMillan and janet Gibb, Zellwood, Floria driving
Elston’s 1929 Model A Ford Coupe.

Robert Newlands and Jan Taylor , Coupeville, WA in
Robert’s massive and elegant 1932 Packard all-weather
convertible sedan.

Mark and Rinda Shaw in their 1914 Buick Touring at Salt Creek
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